Emma’s Garden
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

5 YARDS OF BACKING

PS6451 YELLOW
LOVELY LATTICE
FAT QUARTER

PS6453 LEAF
HAPPY GO LUCKY
FAT QUARTER

PS6450 TURQ
IKAT DAMASK
FAT QUARTER

PS6454 ROSE
HONEY HIVE
FAT QUARTER

PS6450 YELLOW
IKAT DAMASK
FAT QUARTER

PS6454 LEAF
HONEY HIVE
FAT QUARTER

PS6454 TURQ
HONEY HIVE
FAT QUARTER

PS6454 VIOLET
HAPPY GO LUCKY
FAT QUARTER

SC 5333 BRIGHT WHITE
COTTON COUTURE
2 YARDS

PS6447 VIOLET
GARDEN BOUQUET
3 YARDS

PS6453 LEAF
HAPPY GO LUCKY
FAT QUARTER

PS6450 TURQ
IKAT DAMASK
FAT QUARTER
Emma’s Garden
by Swirly Girls Design

60” x 72”

Cutting:
WOF = Width of Fabric
LOFQ = Length of Fat Quarter (20”-22”)

From White Fabric:
Cut [4] 6-7/8” x WOF strips; subcut [20] 6-7/8” squares and cut once diagonally
Cut [8] 4” x WOF strips; subcut [80] 4” squares

From Focus Print:
Cut [1] 60-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut [4] 6-1/2” x LENGTH of fabric strips (borders) and
[5] 2-1/2” x LENGTH of fabric strips (binding)

From remaining fabric, fussy cut [10] 9” squares, centering bouquet

From each Pinwheel Print:

Piecing:
Half-Square Triangle Units: Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of [80] 4” white squares. With right sides together, place a 4” white square on top of a 4” pinwheel print square. Stitch 1/4” on each side of drawn line. Cut along drawn line and press toward pinwheel print. Square up unit to measure 3-1/2” square. Repeat to make a total of [20] half-square triangle units from each pinwheel print.

Pinwheels: Sew [4] matching half-square triangle units together to form a 6-1/2” x 6-1/2” pinwheel. Press as indicated by arrows. Repeat to make a total of [5] pinwheels from each pinwheel print.

Square in a Square Units: With right sides together, place a white triangle on top, left edge of a 9” focus print square. Sew using a 1/4” seam and press toward triangle. Sew a white triangle to the bottom, right edge of square. Press toward triangle. Sew white triangles to remaining sides of square and press toward triangles. Block should measure 12-1/2” square. Repeat to make a total of [10] square in a square units.

Arrange blocks as shown, alternating square in a square blocks and pinwheel blocks.

Sew together into diagonal rows. Sew rows together to complete quilt center.

Sew a 6-1/2” x 60-1/2” border to each side of quilt center. Press toward borders.

Sew a 6-1/2” x 60-1/2” border to top and bottom of quilt center. Press toward borders to complete quilt top.
Level: Confident Beginner • Designed by Swirly Girls Design
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